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Abstract
This contribution gives a n overview of the fisheries in the Central Delta of the Niger River (Mali) and highlights the results of
a multidisciplinary research and management program conducted in the area to assess the status of the fisheries and improve
their management. The importance of multidisciplinary approaches is emphasized to fully elaborate the problems impacting
fislieries and the nieasures for their resolution. Directions for increased decentralization, participation of fishers and ecosystem
preservation for improved management of the Central Delta fisheries are briefly discussed.

Introduction
Located iii the Saheliaii zone,
bc t wce II Dj c 11 ne il I I d Ti 111 bit k t LI
(Fig. 11, lhc Cciitr..nlDelta is a vast
alluvial plaiii flooded aiitiually by
thc Niger River, creating teniporary
water systems kiiowli to bc pnrticuI d y productive (Welconime 1975).
The Central Dclta has long been
particularly suited for agriculture,
suiinin1 farmitig and fisheries. S i d e
the 1960s, amua1 fish production
iii the region lias ranged between
45 O00 aiid 100 O00 t, depending
on the strength of the flood
(Welcoinnie 19%; Laë 1992a, b,
1994). Currently over 200 000
pcople depend directly or indirectly o n tlic fislieries (Morand et
al. 1991).
Until the 1 9 5 0 ~fisheries
~
were
growing at a relatively slow rate.
With ari estimated production of
4 5 O00 t, the Central Delta ranked
higher than Sénégal at 22 O00 t,
(J,emasson 1952) although its reso~trcesremained Luiderexploited.
h4easures to modernize fisheries,
still traditioiially niaiiaged, were
envisaged to ‘rationalize’ production according to rules and reguJuly-December
.1997.
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lations established rising the of nearly 3% (IMorand et al. 199 1)
bioeconomic management models and their fishing power, intensiintroduccd by Ricker (1948), fied by the use of nylon nets, inGordon ( 1 953) and Schaefer creased considerably (Laë and
(1954).
Wiege1 1994).
However, nothing was impleFishers were therefore considmented to this effect before inde- ered to be responsible for deplependence in 1960. In the 1 9 4 0 ~ tion
~ of resources and the crisis in
the development of trade led to the fishing sector. Different sets of
the massive use of imported ma- measures were adopted by the Adterials (lead weights, industrial ministration to strengthen regulahooks, yarns, bolt-ropes and tions to protect the stocks and tó
ready-made nylon nets) , which encourage fishers to engage in
dramatically strengthened the de- non-fishing activities.
velopment of the Delta fisheries.
Results froni preliminary field
Annual yields doubled between studies showed that the root of the
1 9 4 5 and 1965, when they problem was not only biological.
reached 100 O00 t. This phenom- A multidisciplinary research proenon becanie known as the “fish- grani was therefore designed
ery
(Kassibo 1988).
which added a “ ~ o c i a l ”aspect
In 1963, the new Malian State (~t717si1
hto) to the usual biological
deemed ‘traditional] fisheries and studies. This program, developed
thcir management (including thcir jointly by the Malian Institute of
spontaneous development) inconi- Riira1 Economy and ORSTOM,
patible with its economic and po- commenced i n 1956. The Malian
litical objectives. To abolish tradi- authorities requested that it identional privileges and to ‘rational- tify the causes of the crisis expeize’ the management of fisheries rienced i n the fisheries sector and
resoLirces, new regulations were propose sustainable fisheries maninstituted. All fishing zones were stgcment methods (see Silvestre
nationalized and an adniinistra- 1996 for perspectives pertaining
tivc structure was set up to man- to a similar integrated, niultiage fisheries based on thc reconi- disciplinary approach).
mended biological and ccononiic
standards at the time.
Multidisciplinary
In 1972 the region was affccted
Program Highlights
by drought which worsened by
Data collected confirmed the
19S4 due to a strong decrease in
need
for such a multidisciplinary
the annual floods. All sectors of activity in the Central Delta were af- approach. Various biological and
fec ted, particularly the fisheries ecological studies undertaken froni
sector. Overesploitation of stocks 1956 (Laë 1988, 1991; Benech
was deemed by fisheries experts 1990; Laë and Rattray 1990;
to be at the root of this crisis. Thus, Benech et al 1992; Niare and
decreasing annual yields, smaller Bénech 1993; Quensiere 1994a)
sizes of captured fish, and increas- showed that although the current
ing conflicts were imniediately fishing effort was indeed the highconsidered Lo be indicative of the est ever observed, the populations
worsen i ng fish i ng conditio ns. of fish showed no sign of biologiMoreover, fishers increased in cal overexploitation’ . No biologinumber with a population growth cal overfishing occurred when

fishing effort was low and the
floods were strong. It is obvious
that thc crisis could not be e s plained ils a simple case of biological stock depletion.
The major transformations of
the Delta fisheries from the 1930s
to the 1960s did not result from
biological causes but from changes
affecting its tcchnical and economic environment during the colonial era, with the result that a
fisheries sector was developed and
connected to the market economy.
These changes also led to the development of new systems of esploitation and to modifications in
t r ad i ti o n a 1 n i an age nie n t (Fay
19S9a, b, 1990, 1991, 1993,
1994a, b). Similarly, changes in
national policies and regulations
after Independence had very important social effccts. Modern legislation, ill-ndaptcd to the realities
of thc fisheries and without adequate technical support for improved resource management, did
not replace thc traditional organization, but was superimposed on
it. This superimposition of regulations becanie the source of many
uncertainties and coiiftlsion, magnified by administrative contradictions.
!t is through thc imposition of a
new esploitation reginie that the
drought triggered the crisis in the
fisheries sector, by exacerbating
the inconsistencies and misunderstandings of the previous periods.
Indeed, analysis of previous development stages of the fisheries
shows a logic that is totally incompatible with the assumptions of
determinism and equilibrium of
bio logi ca 1 n i an agem en t in ode 1s.
Various events occur and modify
the social, cultural, political, economic or ecological environment
of fisheries. They affect the basis

I The high catches that the 1994-95 floods permitted and the recurrence in the catches of species that had disappeared
for nearly twenty years, like Ariusgigas, attest to this,
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of the sector by creating new constraints and opportunities, which
contribute to amplify often preexis ting-albei t marginal-behaviors in fishers.
The pressure created by the
new constraints acts as a n amp 1if i e r of c e r t a i n in d i vid u a 1
choices t h a t become better
adapted to the new social, economic and ecological context of
the fisheries. The wider adoption
of these choices further develops this sector of production,
whose c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s t h e n
change, inducing in t u r n new
adjustments. Thus, in the 1950s
the use of nets made of synthetic
fibers (both resistant and light)
allowed long fishing trips far
from ancestral sectors of operation and their strict regulations.
This increased family production, but also contributed to increase young people’s aspiration
for autonomy. This started a trend
towards the ‘individualization’
of fisheries, to the fragmentation
of households and to the weakening of traditional authorities.
Moreover, i n the case of Mali,
the failure of the Administration
to enforce the regulations it
wished to impose on fishers and
the maladjustment of these
regulations to the real conditions
of fisheries exploitation led to a
situation of free access that had
not previously existed. This could
have led to the depletion of resources if, paradoxically, traditional rules, a l t h o u g h s u p pressed, had not limited the
wider adoption of opportunistic
practices, preventing gross inequalities among fishers.
Sta te in terven tion previously
appeared to be indispensable to
the economic development of

fisheries; particularly in the developing world where i t was
hoped that the systems of
artisanal production, considered
inefficient, would tend towards
the economic standard of western industrial models. In Mali as
in many other countries, many
management plans and measures
were designed between t h e
1960s and the 1980s. Their aim
was to reform the organization
of fisheries production as well as
their social and commercial organization, f o r better consistency with semi-industrial models that were supposed to guarantee the economic efficiency of
the sector.
These voluntarist policies, notwithstanding their cost, have
only very rarely led anywhere
to the expected sustainable development. For a very long time
these failures were analyzed by
the Ad min ist r a t ion and by inter national experts advising public
authorities, n o t as a lack of
agreement between the development plans and the local constraints, but as the result of the
inertia and conservatism of the
populations concerned. A growing number of studies show today the naiveté of such assumptions and the comparative economic and social efficiency of
the modes of artisanal organization previously so discredited
vi s - A - vis i ìi du stri a I practices
(Weber 1982; Fontana and Weber 1953; Aubertin 1984; Dème
19SS; Berkes 1989). One now
tends to consider that i n the fisheries sector, as in the other economic sectors, the role of the
State is not to be directly involved in the development process but rather to facilitate it by
creating a suitable environment

for its growth (Campbell 1992).
I n institutional terms, intervention by the State c a n n o
longer be legitimate because of
the authority of hypothetical
universal management rules. It
is necessary to return to niore
realism by admitting:
that the evolution of fisheries
can i n no way be predicted
with certainty; and
that the Administration cannot alone guarantee the preservation of resources and the
ecoiioniic development of a n
entire sector.
Realization of the latter should
lead to a radical change in attitrttde on the part of public a u thorities vis-8-vis. the different
actors in the fisheries sector. The
quest for a hypothetical technical rntionalizntion led to the denial of all possible alternatives to
ce n t rit 1i zed n i anage ment sta ìi dards and therefore, most often,
to the total esclusion of fishers
from decision processes. Noting
the sterility of a n attitude that
condemns the irresponsibility of
fishers who were previously prcvented from managing the resources that they exploit, it is
necessary to consider o t h e r
forms of relationship based o n .
cooperation, not on authority
and esclusion‘.

Conclusion
T ~ UiiiS h4ali, the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources has undertaken, with
government support, to re-establish local management by
fish eri 2 s com in un i ties. Mat te rs
relating to the re-establishment
of decentralized regulations are
studied i11 close collaboration
with fisliers, based on the ex-

2A siniil:ìr ope~uiessto dinloytic is equiìlly desirnble vis-:ì-vis otlier actors stich :is the traders whose rolc atid constriìil1ts iìre often poorly
evnltiatrd mid considered by the Stale.
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ample of several test areas. Following the recommendations of
the mu1tidisciplinary program
(Quensière 1994b), new regulations will be based on traditional
principles in order to achieve
two coni p le men t a ry object ives.
O n the one hand, these new
regulations will enable fishers to
define and apply the conditions
of a n equitable distribution of
catches, thus releasing the State
from police work that it cannot
fully fulfill and nianage. On the
other hand, they will have to
guarantee, through close collaboration between the Administration aiid the communities of
producers, the maintenance and
the preservation of the ecosystem. Species c a p t u r e d in the
Central Deltn also occur, often at
densi ties too low to be exploited,
i n the middle course of the vast
fluvial parts of lhe Niger River.
Therefore the Del ta fisheries
alone can neither cause the disappearance of species nor the
exiinction of stocks. However, the
potential of the Delta fisheries
can easily bc annihilated by pernianent changes affecting the
ecosystem where water, soil, vegetation aiid fauna exchange energy, materials and nutrients
over space and time to forni a
highly productive functional systeni (Amaros aiid Pctts 1993).
The Central Delta resource is not
the fish but the ecosystem in its
totality. Therefore, the inanagenient of fisheries resources implies also the inanagmient of the
aquatic and terrestrial environments that constitute the Central
De 1t a . Fi s li e r i es ni a n age ment
must be ecosystem-oriented. It
should aim at the preservation,
even the improvement, of the
na tura1 environment.
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